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Wow.. What a hack.. I tried this one and it worked too.. Thanks sooooo much for that.. It's really a nice
hack.. Thanks for this.. :D...Universality of shape and angular momentum scaling for a single-file

polydisperse chain. For a single-file polydisperse chain a small deviation from the purely linear shape is
observed for a temperature close to the theta temperature. The shape deformation is estimated to be

of the order of 3%. We use this small deformation to determine a universal exponent for the shape,
angular momentum, and the excess grand canonical specific heat. This provides a very efficient and
systematic way to test the universality hypothesis in single-file. We find no violation of universality.
Instead, the exponent value is in good agreement with the lattice Bethe Ansatz value./* * Copyright
2019 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved. * * Licensed under the Apache License,

Version 2.0 (the "License"). You may not use this file except in compliance * with the License. A copy of
the License is located at * * * * or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed on
an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES * OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions * and limitations under the License. */
import { GuestAgentDetails } from './guest-agent-details'; export interface

PromiseWithGuestAgentResponse { (): T; } export function withGuestAgentResponse( handler: Promise
): Promise> { return Promise.all([ handler, new Promise(resolve => { resolve(new

GuestAgentDetails()); }) ]).then(([response, resolved]) => { return [ ...response, ...resolved ]; }); }
#!/bin/sh # This is a generated file; do not edit or check into version control. export "FLUTTER
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